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THE FUNCTIONAL ROLE OF PRODUCER DIVERSITY
IN ECOSYSTEMS1
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Over the past several decades, a rapidly expanding field of research known as biodiversity and ecosystem functioning has begun
to quantify how the world’s biological diversity can, as an independent variable, control ecological processes that are both essential for, and fundamental to, the functioning of ecosystems. Research in this area has often been justified on grounds that (1) loss
of biological diversity ranks among the most pronounced changes to the global environment and that (2) reductions in diversity,
and corresponding changes in species composition, could alter important services that ecosystems provide to humanity (e.g., food
production, pest/disease control, water purification). Here we review over two decades of experiments that have examined how
species richness of primary producers influences the suite of ecological processes that are controlled by plants and algae in terrestrial, marine, and freshwater ecosystems. Using formal meta-analyses, we assess the balance of evidence for eight fundamental
questions and corresponding hypotheses about the functional role of producer diversity in ecosystems. These include questions
about how primary producer diversity influences the efficiency of resource use and biomass production in ecosystems, how primary producer diversity influences the transfer and recycling of biomass to other trophic groups in a food web, and the number of
species and spatial /temporal scales at which diversity effects are most apparent. After summarizing the balance of evidence and
stating our own confidence in the conclusions, we outline several new questions that must now be addressed if this field is going
to evolve into a predictive science that can help conserve and manage ecological processes in ecosystems.
Key words: biodiversity; decomposition; ecosystem functioning; herbivory; nutrient cycling; primary production.

Most fields of natural science have historically treated biological diversity as if it is an epiphenomenon—a simple byproduct of all the physical and chemical variation that promotes
diversification and allows species to coexist. Recently, there
has been a growing sentiment that this unidirectional perspective represents an incomplete view of biodiversity. Several
paradigms in ecology, evolution, paleontology, and biogeography

have increasingly emphasized that diversity is not just a byproduct of the abiotic environment, but that the numbers and
types of organisms directly regulate the physical formation of
habitat (Jones et al., 1994; Wright and Jones, 2006), the fluxes
of elements that control Earth’s biogeochemical cycles (Sterner
and Elser, 2002), and the efficiency by which limiting resources are captured and converted into biomass (Tilman,
2000; Naeem, 2002; Hooper et al., 2005). There is now a strong
push in many fields of biology to integrate our understanding
of the evolutionary and ecological causes of biodiversity with
an improved understanding of its functional consequences
for ecosystems (Loreau et al., 2001; Cardinale et al., 2009a;
Reinhardt et al., 2010).
Ecosystem-level impacts of biodiversity became a focal point
of ecological research in the 1990s following a conference of
the Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment
(SCOPE) that pulled together information on patterns of diversity and the effects of organism functional traits on ecosystem
properties (Schulze and Mooney, 1993). Initial studies showed
that reducing the diversity of grassland plants often leads to
reduced use of soil nitrogen and lower production of aboveground plant biomass (Naeem et al., 1994; Tilman et al., 1996;
Hector et al., 1999). Although the interpretation of these studies
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was controversial, they helped spawn an entire generation of
research that has now become colloquially known of as the field
of biodiversity and ecosystem functioning (BEF for short). By
the end of the 1990s, several hundred studies had examined
how the diversity of plants—as well as bacteria, fungi, and animals—influences a variety of ecological processes in most major biomes on the planet.
With the rapid proliferation of data, researchers began to
synthesize the balance of evidence linking biodiversity to ecosystem-level processes. As is often the case in an emerging
field, early syntheses were based on expert opinions or qualitative summaries and interpretation of data (e.g., Schlapfer et al.,
1999; Schwartz et al., 2000; Schmid et al., 2001; Covich et al.,
2004; Hooper et al., 2005; Srivastava and Vellend, 2005). But
these papers were often inconsistent in their conclusions, despite considerable overlap in the literature reviewed, forcing
researchers to confront their hypotheses with more quantitative
forms of analyses. Between 2006 and 2008, six formal metaanalyses of the BEF literature were independently published
(Balvanera et al., 2006; Cardinale et al., 2006, 2007; Worm
et al., 2006; Stachowicz et al., 2007; Cadotte et al., 2008). Each
meta-analysis analyzed different subsets of existing data in
slightly different ways; yet, the summaries showed surprising
consistency in several general conclusions. When averaged
across the variety of genotypes, species, or functional groups

Table 1.
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used in biodiversity experiments, the net effects of diversity
loss have been to reduce the efficiency by which communities
capture limiting resources (e.g., nutrients, light, prey) and convert those resources into new biomass. Although the results
were by no means universal, there appeared to be a striking
level of generality in diversity effects across terrestrial, freshwater, and marine ecosystems, and among organisms as divergent as plants and predators.
Since the first generation of meta-analyses was performed,
there has been an exponential increase in the number of diversity experiments, and the number of publications has more than
tripled since 2006 when earlier databases were put together.
The wealth of new data makes it an opportune time to begin a
second round of synthesis and re-evaluate our conclusions.
Here we present a set of meta-analyses that address eight questions about how species diversity of primary producers influences the ecological properties and processes that producers
perform in ecosystems (Table 1, Fig. 1). Our analyses begin
with seminal questions that motivated this field of research, including those about how biodiversity influences the efficiency
of resource use and production of biomass in ecosystems. We
then deal with extended questions on how producer diversity
impacts the transfer of mass to higher trophic levels, as well as
how it influences the recycling of dead organic matter. We then
address questions about the mechanisms that underlie biodiversity

A summary of the questions and hypotheses addressed in our review and our conclusions regarding the balance of evidence.

Questions and hypotheses
Q1. How does producer diversity influence the efficiency and productivity of ecosystems?
When averaged across all possible species, the net effect of species loss is to …
H1a. reduce the standing biomass of a producer community (tissue per area or volume)
H1b. reduce the efficiency by which primary producers assimilate inorganic resources
H1c. reduce rates of primary production (O2 produced / CO2 sequestered per unit time)
Q2. Does primary producer diversity modify herbivory?
H2: Herbivore impacts on producer biomass decline as producer richness increases.
Q3. Does primary producer diversity influence the decomposition of litter?
H3: Producer diversity accelerates decomposition, leading to lower stocks of detritus.
Q4. What mechanisms generate effects of producer diversity on ecosystem processes?
H4a. Effects of species diversity are due to niche partitioning among species
H4b. Effects of species diversity are due to some form of complementarity
H4c. Effects of species diversity are due to species-specific selection effects
Q5. Do diverse communities “out-perform” their most efficient or productive species?
H5a: Diverse polycultures exhibit transgressive overyielding.
H5b: Diverse polycultures capture more nutrients than their most efficient species.
H5c: Litter from a diverse mixture decomposes more quickly than the fastest species.
Q6. What is the shape of the diversity–function relationship?
H6a. Ecosystem processes decline linearly with species loss.
H6b. Ecosystem processes decline exponentially with species loss.
H6c. Ecosystem processes show accelerating declines with increasing species loss.
Q7. What fraction of species do we need to maintain ecosystem processes?
H7. 50% of species are needed to maintain processes within 75% of their maximum value.
Q8. Are diversity effects “stronger” at larger spatial and/or longer time scales?
H8a. Effects of producer diversity on biomass increase with temporal scale of experiments.
H8b. Effects of producer diversity on biomass increase with the spatial scale of experiments.
New questions we need to address
Q9. How do diversity effects documented in experiments scale-up to “real” ecosystems?
Q10. Sure… diversity effects are significant. But how strong and important are they compared to
other forms of environmental change?
Q11. What types of biological diversity have the greatest impact on ecosystem processes—would
conservation and management of ecological functions be better achieved by focusing on genetic,
species, functional, or higher levels of diversity?
Q12. How does biodiversity simultaneously impact the suite of ecosystem processes that are
required to optimize the “multi-functionality” of diverse ecosystems?

Evidence (confidence)

Illustration

Supported (high)
Supported (high)
Supported (low: min data)

Fig. 2A, B; Table 2
Fig. 2D, E; Table 2
Fig. 2G, H; Table 2

Not-supported (low: min data)

Fig. 2I, J; Table 2

Supported (low: results not
consistent among systems)

Fig. 2K, L; Table 2

Insufficient data
Supported (high)
Supported (high)

Fig. 3C, F
Fig. 3D, G

Not supported (high)
Not supported (high)
Not supported (high)

Fig. 2C; Table 2
Fig. 2F; Table 2
Fig. 2M; Table 2

Not supported (high)
Not supported (high)
Supported (high)

Fig. 5; Table 3

Not supported (low)

Fig. 6

Supported (high)
Supported (med)

Fig. 7
Fig. 7

Evidence
Insufficient evidence to address
Insufficient evidence to address
Insufficient evidence to address
Insufficient evidence to address
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Fig. 1. Summary of the data set and ecological properties used for analyses in this paper. We took the original data set of Cardinale et al. (2009c) and
updated it with biodiversity–ecosystem function studies published through 2009. The updated data set included 574 independent manipulations of species
richness published in 192 peer-reviewed papers reporting 1417 diversity effect sizes. For purposes of this paper, which focuses on the ecological role of primary producers, we extracted records for 368 independent manipulations of plant or algal species richness that have reported 634 estimates of how the diversity of primary producers impacts the production of plant biomass, uptake of inorganic nutrients, energy flow to herbivores and the decomposition of dead
organic matter. The number of observations, experiments, and ecosystems in the data set are shown for each property/process, and these have been divided
into processes involving a “green” food web (i.e., fueled by living producers) and a “brown” food web (i.e., fueled by dead organic matter).

effects and about how many species are needed to maximize
ecological functions. The last of our eight questions asks what
spatial and temporal scales show the strongest diversity effects.
Although by no means exhaustive, the eight questions and corresponding hypotheses we address have played a central role in
the BEF literature and driven a considerable amount of research
over the past 10 years. Yet, the questions and hypotheses have
received variable degrees of direct testing.
Our paper has four goals. First, for those questions/hypotheses that have been tested in prior meta-analyses, we use the
wealth of new data to refine quantitative estimates for the
strength of diversity effects. Second, for questions/hypotheses
where prior tests were ambiguous due to scarce data, we provide updated analyses that help solidify conclusions. Third, we
use the updated data to offer initial tests of several new hypotheses that have arisen since 2006. Last, we summarize what is
currently known and suggest unresolved questions that must
now be addressed if the field of BEF research is going to move
toward a predictive science that is more useful for conservation
and management of the world’s ecosystems.
While our analyses update the balance of evidence linking
the diversity of primary producers to ecosystem-level functioning, several caveats should be kept in mind. First, the experiments we summarize have focused on primary producers in
highly simplified systems that lack the trophic complexity typical of natural ecosystems. This limitation has been discussed at
length by authors who have outlined the potential biases and
incorrect conclusions that could result from using such simplified, model systems (Duffy, 2002; Duffy et al., 2007; Cardinale
et al., 2009b). Second, our review focuses exclusively on studies that have manipulated species richness as the focal aspect of
biodiversity. We do not suggest that the simple number of species is the “best” or “most important” aspect of diversity; in

fact, growing evidence suggests that diversity at other levels of
organization (genetic, functional, or landscape diversity) may
have impacts on ecosystem-level processes that equal or exceed
those of species richness (Petchey et al., 2004; Hooper et al.,
2005; Cadotte et al., 2008; Hughes et al., 2008; Schindler et al.,
2010). But the vast majority of experimental manipulations and
available data consider species richness as the primary aspect of
diversity.

DATA SET AND ANALYSES
Original data set— The data set used for this summary is an
updated version of the one that was originally published by
Cardinale et al. (2009c). Because that data set has been used by
several prior meta-analyses, all of which have described the
methods used to collect and analyze the data (Cardinale et al.,
2006, 2007, 2009b; Bruno and Cardinale, 2008; Cadotte et al.,
2008; Srivastava et al., 2009), we limit our description of the
original data set to only the most salient points.
First, the original data set was generated using a combination
of formal and informal searches for relevant studies. Lists of
studies were collated from the literature cited sections of several surveys of biodiversity–ecosystem functioning research
(Schwartz et al., 2000; Schmid et al., 2001; Covich et al., 2004;
Hooper et al., 2005; Srivastava and Vellend, 2005). This was
supplemented with a search of the ISI Web of Knowledge database using the keyword sequence species AND (diversity OR
richness) AND (community OR ecosystem) AND (function
OR functioning OR production OR productivity OR biomass
OR predation OR decomposition OR herbivory). To be included
in the database, a study had to meet these criteria:
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(1) The study had to focus on species richness rather than any
other form of biological diversity.
(2) The study had to be empirical and directly manipulate
richness as an independent variable.
(3) The study had to manipulate ≥3 species within a focal
trophic group t (producers, herbivores, higher consumers, or
detritivores).
(4) The study had to measure the direct effect of richness
within a focal trophic group t on (a) the aggregate abundance or
biomass (per area or volume) of all species in t, (b) the standing
concentration of resources used by t, or (c) the rate of depletion
of resources used by t, calculated as instantaneous rates of consumption (e.g., estimates of metabolism), the difference between a known initial and final concentration (e.g., time series
of decomposition), or the difference between treatments and
0-species controls. Other aspects of ecosystem functioning such
as temporal stability or invasibility were not considered.
(5) The study could not duplicate data published in another
paper. When studies overlapped, data were taken from the paper reporting the most complete information.
(6) If a study used an additive experimental design (i.e.,
abundance and/or biomass was intentionally confounded with
richness to assess nonadditive species interactions), both the
observed and expected values had to be reported so that the
nonadditive portion of the effect could be calculated and used
as the effect attributable to diversity.
The original search identified 216 papers. From these, results
were summarized for 164 independent manipulations of species
richness reported in 85 papers (note that papers often reported multiple experiments, such as when diversity was independently manipulated at two nutrient levels). Given that many experiments had
repeated measurements of the response variables through time, the
original data set contained a sum total of 545 estimates of diversity
effects on the response variables described in criteria 4.
Update of the data set—We completed an update of the
Cardinale et al. (2009c) data set using studies published through
September 2009. To identify new studies for inclusion, we (1)
repeated the ISI Web of Science keyword search described and
augmented this search by searching for additional studies from
(2) reference lists of other summaries and meta-analyses that
have been published since 2006 (Balvanera et al., 2006; Worm
et al., 2006; Stachowicz et al., 2007; Piotto, 2008; Schmid et al.,
2009a, b), (3) literature from our own reading lists and bibliography software, and (4) surveys of several expert researchers in the
field to inquire about other publications we might have missed.
To be included in the updated data set, studies had to meet the
same criteria described. To assess the completeness of our search,
we generated sampling curves in which we used alterations of
our key word sequence, as well as searches through the reference
lists of several highly cited papers, to quantify the cumulative
number of papers that had been missed. These revealed five papers of 331 papers searched (1.5%) that met criteria for inclusion
in our database, but which were missed by (1) through (4).
In total, the updated data set summarizes the results of 574 independent manipulations of species richness published in 192
peer-reviewed papers. These experiments have manipulated 541
types of organisms (species, morphotypes, or operational taxonomic units) in 30 biomes on five continents. The data set includes a sum total 1417 observations of how species richness
affects the (1) standing stock abundance or biomass of organisms
in a focal trophic level t, (2) the standing stock of resources used
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by t, or (3) the efficiency of resource use by t. For purposes of this
paper, which focuses on the functional role of primary producer
diversity, we extracted records that describe how species richness
of primary producers impacts four ecological properties: (1) the
production of biomass at the producer trophic level, (2) the uptake and sequestration of inorganic resources from soil or water,
(3) the impact of herbivores on producer biomass, and (4) the
decomposition of litter composed of dead primary producers.
Data analyses— Most of our analyses and conclusions are
generated from two types of data summaries—log response ratios, and curve fitting. Log response ratios are the most widely
used metric for measuring effect sizes in meta-analyses (Hedges
et al., 1999). In part, this is because they are dimensionless ratios that allow for relative comparisons of effect sizes (in our
case, diversity effect sizes) among experiments that use different methods, take measurements on different scales, etc. We
used two log response ratios to make different comparisons.
The first response ratio measures what we call the net diversity
effect, noted as LRnet. LRnet gives the proportional difference in
the response variable y between the mean value of the most species rich polyculture p used in an experiment and the mean
value of all the same species grown alone in monoculture m,
ln( yip yim ). The second log ratio, which we will note as LRmax.min,
quantifies the proportional difference between the mean value
of response variable y in the most species rich polyculture to
that of the taxon having the highest (lowest) value of y in monoculture m̂, as ln( yip yimˆ ) where yimˆ is the value of the highest
(lowest) monoculture when LRnet > 0 (< 0 ). This response ratio
tests whether a polyculture performs any differently than its
single most efficient or productive species. When analyzing the
distribution of log ratios among studies, we used mixed model
ANOVAs that included experiment nested within study as random effects to account for variation in results among different
researchers in different locations (since studies often report results of several independent experiments).
One benefit of log ratios is that they can be calculated for nearly
every study. But the limitation is that they only compare the extreme values of diversity used in an experiment (mono- vs. most
rich polyculture). As such, they quantify only the extreme cases
of diversity loss while saying nothing about the nature of the diversity–function relationship between these extremes. To complement analyses of log response rations, we performed a second
analysis that characterizes the form of diversity–function relationships. These analyses could only be run for studies that included three or more levels of richness in their design. For this
subset, we fit data from individual experiments to several mathematical functions that have been used to describe diversity–function relationships previously (linear, exponential, log, power, and
Michaelis–Menten functions). Residual maximum likelihood
was used to generate best-fitting parameter estimates for each
function. Because each function contains exactly two parameters,
and because the fits of these curves were compared only within
individual studies, the best-fitting function was deemed to be the
one with the lowest residual sums of squares (i.e., highest R2).
REVIEW OF EXISTING EVIDENCE
Question 1. Does producer diversity influence the efficiency
and productivity of ecosystems?— Background—Perhaps the
oldest hypothesis in BEF is that species diversity controls the
efficiency by which communities capture limited resources and
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convert those into new biomass (Table 1, H1a–c). Some of the
earliest experiments to address this hypothesis (Naeem et al.,
1994; Tilman and Downing, 1994) were criticized for manipulating diversity indirectly or for simulating nonrandom species
loss in ways that might confound changes in richness with
changes in the species composition of assemblages (Aarssen,
1997; Huston, 1997). Because of these criticisms, the design of
most biodiversity experiments was altered so that researchers
held the total initial seeding density or biomass of producers
constant across several levels of richness, and then grew (1) all
possible combinations of species at each level of richness or (2)
species combinations selected at random from all possibilities.
Thus, the most common hypothesis tested by these experiments
was that, when averaged across all species and species combinations, the efficiency of resource use and producer biomass
increases as a function of the initial number of species seeded
or grown in an experimental unit.
Evidence—There is now a considerable amount of data that
shows how the initial number of producer species in an experimental unit impacts the standing biomass of producers
(Fig. 2A). In terrestrial ecosystems, these observations usually measure the amount of aboveground biomass, percentage
cover, or occasionally plant density after a single growing
season. In aquatic ecosystems, the response variable is typically chlorophyll a or algal biovolume per volume water
(planktonic microalgae), or biomass per area for sessile algae
(as in the marine intertidal). Eighty-six percent of log response
ratios summarizing the net diversity effect on producer biomass have been greater than zero (Fig. 2A). The mean value
for LRnet is e0.36, indicating that the most diverse polycultures
attain, on average, 1.43× more biomass than the average
monoculture (95% confidence interval = 1.36 to 1.49×, Table
2). These results are consistent for both aquatic and terrestrial
systems with abundant data, suggesting considerable generality (Fig. 2B). Some important systems (e.g., wetlands and
tropical and temperate forests) show more equivocal results,
but these are also systems for which there is a relatively small
amount of data.
At present, there are 59 observations from 17 experiments
that describe how producer species richness impacts the concentrations of inorganic nutrients in soil or water (Fig. 2D). Log
response ratios summarizing the net diversity effect on nutrient
concentrations have been negative in 51 of 59 observations
(86%). The mean diversity effect size is e−0.65, indicating that
average nutrient concentrations in experimental units containing the most diverse polycultures are reduced by 48% relative
to the mean monoculture value (95% confidence interval = 27
to 63%, Table 2). Fifty-six of these 59 observations come from
studies that have manipulated the richness of herbaceous plants
in grasslands and examined the impact on concentrations of soil
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nitrate (Fig. 2E). Three observations come from studies performed using freshwater microalgae.
To date, we have found just seven observations in which a
researcher has measured the direct impact of producer richness
on rates of gross primary production or photosynthesis—either
as the amount of O2 produced, or CO2 sequestered, per area or
volume per time. All but one of these observations come from
aquatic studies in which a researcher sealed micro- or macroalgae inside metabolism chambers and measured changes in the
concentration of dissolved gases. The data are too scant to make
many generalizations; however, it is worth noting that the net
diversity effect on primary production is greater than zero for all
seven estimates (Fig. 2G), with a P value of 0.053 (Table 2). The
most diverse polycultures produce (sequester) O2 (CO2) at a rate
that is e0.80 = 2.22× faster than the mean monoculture (Table 2).
Conclusions—The balance of evidence provides overwhelming support for the hypothesis that producer species richness
increases the efficiency by which plants and algae assimilate inorganic resources (H1b, Table 1) and convert these into standing
biomass (H1a, Table 1). Nearly all of our inferences about H1b
come from studies of grasslands plants, and as such, it is unclear
whether these conclusions apply broadly across systems. In contrast, conclusions for H1a stem from nearly 500 experiments
performed with several hundred types of plants and algae in numerous ecosystems. Though results are by no means universal,
the level of generality in the direction and magnitude of diversity effects in the different systems is striking (Fig. 2B).
The fact that richness tends to increase producer biomass has
been used to suggest that diversity loss will decrease the productivity of ecosystems (e.g., Tilman et al., 1996). These conclusions frequently come from grassland ecologists who
measure annual accumulation of aboveground biomass and
equate this to aboveground net primary production (ANPP)
while ignoring belowground biomass and assuming that turnover of tissue through senescence and herbivory are negligible
(Stocker et al., 1999; Niklaus et al., 2001). While equating peak
aboveground biomass to ANPP may be reasonable in some
cases, the underlying assumption of low tissue turnover needs
validation. Similarly, there is a paucity of information about
how producer richness impacts total NPP (above- plus belowground production) as well as how richness impacts rates of
photosynthesis and gross primary production (GPP). Of the
seven estimates available, data suggest that rates of total community photosynthesis are more rapid in diverse polycultures
and that these increases are large in magnitude (>2× the mean
monoculture value). Nevertheless, the variance among estimates is large in spite of the fact that nearly all measurements
come from a homogeneous set of algal systems (Fig. 2G, H).
Given the lack of data, we believe that this is an area where
more experimental effort is needed.
→

Fig. 2. Summary of log response ratios showing the impacts of producer diversity on five ecological properties. The left column of graphs shows the
distribution of net diversity effects, LRnet, which represent the proportional change in the response variables between the most diverse polycultures used in
experiments and the average of the same species grown in monoculture. Each data point in a graph shows the diversity effect for one experiment, with
experiments ranked along the x-axis from the largest to smallest effect size. The point of no diversity effect is shown as a dashed horizontal line in each
graph. Solid horizontal lines give the 95% confidence intervals (CIs), estimated from mixed model ANOVAs that accounted for experiments nested within
studies as a random effect. The middle column of graphs divides LRnet by the types of ecosystems that have been studied. Data points are the mean of all
studies ±95% CIs. The last column of graphs compares values of the response variables in the most diverse polyculture to those of the highest (for biomass)
or lowest (for nutrient and litter concentrations) monoculture. For (C), we only used data where LRnet > 0 from (A) (i.e., experiments where diversity led
to increased biomass). For (F) and (M), we only used data from (D) and (K) where LRnet < 0 (i.e., experiments where diversity decreased nutrient or litter
concentrations). obs = observed.
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Question 2. Does producer diversity modify herbivory?— Background—Several subdisciplines in biology have a long-standing interest in how producer diversity influences losses of plant
tissue to higher trophic levels. For example, in the agricultural
sciences, a key goal of management is to minimize loss of production to herbivores. Andow (1991) summarized a large body
of observational data from this field and found that plant polycultures tend to have a lower abundance of herbivorous pests,
perhaps due to increased control of herbivores by natural enemies in plant polycultures. Hillebrand and Cardinale (2004)
found a comparable relationship in natural aquatic ecosystems.
These authors reviewed 172 observational studies that quantified the degree to which vertebrate and invertebrate herbivores
reduced the biomass of algae and found that this impact declined as algal diversity increased. Edwards et al. (2010) similarly surveyed field experiments spanning a range in prey
diversity and showed that diverse assemblages of sessile marine prey (including both algae and sessile invertebrates) were
less impacted by consumers. Although the studies included in
these reviews rarely manipulated species richness directly, the
observations led authors to hypothesize that the amount of herbivory in ecosystems decreases as producer diversity increases
(H2, Table 1).
Evidence—To date, we have identified just 13 experimental
observations of how producer richness modifies the impact of
herbivores on producer biomass (Fig. 2I). Ten of the observations come from experiments performed with grassland plants,
whereas three stem from studies of freshwater lake algae (Fig.
2J). All of the experiments manipulated richness in the presence/absence of herbivores and measured how producer diversity altered the loss of producer biomass. Log response ratios
describing the net diversity effect were greater than zero for
nine experiments and less than zero for four (Fig. 2I). The overall distribution of observations is not significantly different
from zero (P = 0.27, Table 2).
Conclusions—At present, evaluation of the hypothesis that
herbivore impacts on producer biomass decrease with increasing producer diversity (Table 1, H2) is hampered by the small
number of experiments available. Of those that do exist, experiments do not show any consistent impact of producer diversity
on how higher trophic levels impact the standing biomass of
producers despite individual experiments noting significant effects (either positive or negative). However, our confidence in
this conclusion is low, and the “bottom-up” impact of producer
diversity on higher trophic levels is a topic in need of more
targeted research.
Question 3. Does producer diversity influence the decomposition of litter?— Background—As biodiversity experiments
established that producer diversity leads to greater biomass, attention turned toward understanding the ultimate fate of the extra carbon (Hattenschwiler et al., 2005; Srivastava et al., 2009).
Once producer biomass is formed, it can either be consumed by
herbivores (see Question 2) or die. After death, the organic litter can either be decomposed with the elements recycled back
into their inorganic forms, or the recalcitrant portion can be incorporated into organic matter and stored over longer periods.
Understanding how producer richness affects the amount of
material that gets stored vs. recycled is critical given the central
role that producers play in the global C-cycle, including the potential for sequestering anthropogenic CO2.
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Evidence—At present, there are 84 observations that describe
how producer diversity impacts standing concentrations of producer litter after some period of decomposition (the mean duration of decomposition experiments has been 180-d). The
distribution of log response ratios for the net diversity effect,
LRnet, is significantly less than zero (Table 2) with 62% of all
observations being negative (Fig. 2K). Litter in the most diverse producer polycultures has, on average, e−0.05 = 0.95× the
standing litter mass of the average monoculture (Table 2, 95%
CI = 0.91 to 0.996×). Most experiments have been performed
in streams (Fig. 2L) where researchers have examined how
bacteria, fungi, and/or invertebrate shredders reduce the mass
of terrestrial leaf litter placed in litter bags. Although comparable studies have been performed in forests and grasslands,
streams are the only system that shows a significant negative
distribution of effect sizes (Fig. 2L).
Conclusions—The balance of evidence is consistent with
the hypothesis that producer diversity leads to more decomposition and lower standing stocks of detritus (Table 1, H3).
This conclusion contrasts with that of Srivastava et al. (2009)
who analyzed a much smaller data set than is available now
and found no impact of litter diversity on decomposition.
Even so, we found little consistency in results across ecosystems, as studies performed in streams are the only ones to
show a diversity effect that differs from zero (Fig. 2L). High
variation in LRnet from terrestrial studies could indicate that
the composition of litter mixtures has more influence on
decomposition than richness of litter types, as has been proposed by others (Gartner and Cardon, 2004). Furthermore,
although diversity effects on detrital stocks are significantly
different from zero, they are small. The average experiment
included in these analyses lasted 180 d and, during this time,
litter in polycultures lost just 5% more mass than the average
monoculture. Compared to the impacts of producer diversity
on the utilization of inorganic resources and biomass production, the “after-life” effects of plant diversity on decomposition are minor.
Question 4. What mechanisms are responsible for diversity
effects on ecosystem processes?— Background—Darwin proposed more than a century ago that biodiversity might control
the productivity of ecosystems due to the division of labor
among species. The idea that each species is unique in how it
uses its environment ultimately formed the foundation for the
modern niche concept (Grinnell, 1917; Hutchinson, 1967).
Throughout most of the 20th century, the niche concept was
primarily developed to explain what ecological factors maintain biological diversity in the face of competition among species for scarce resources (Chase and Leibold, 2003). But in the
late 20th century, it was proposed that whenever species coexist
by niche differences, a diverse community should capture a
greater fraction of limiting resources and, in turn, produce more
biomass (Tilman et al., 1997; Tilman, 1999). Because of the
simplicity and intuitive appeal of this hypothesis, many researchers assumed that diversity effects observed in early BEF
experiments were likely explained by some form of niche or
resource partitioning among species.
However, Aarssen (1997) and Huston (1997) proposed an
alternative explanation. These authors separately argued that
diversity effects on producer biomass were more likely driven
by the presence of highly productive species that dominate processes in diverse communities. Huston named this the selection
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Table 2.

Results of mixed model ANOVAs used to test whether the distribution of diversity effect sizes on various ecological properties differ from zero.
Effect sizes were summarized using two log response ratios. LRnet gives the net diversity effect comparing the proportional difference between the
response variable measured in the most diverse polyculture of an experiment to the average of all monocultures. LRmax.min compares values in the most
diverse polyculture to values in the highest (if LRnet > 0) or lowest monoculture (if LRnet < 0). All models included experiments nested within studies
as random effects, since papers often reported the results of multiple independent experiments.

Model and variables

Estimate

SE

df

t-value

Pr > |t|

Figure

313
11.3
4
12
44.9

14.96
−4.20
2.73
1.16
−2.2

<0.01
<0.01
0.053
0.27
0.03

2A
2D
2G
2I
2K

258
9.95
32.8

−5.55
5.67
3.13

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

2C
2F
2M

LRnet = Most diverse polyculture vs. mean of all monocultures…
Producer biomass
0.36
0.02
Nutrient concentrations
−0.65
0.16
Primary production
0.80
0.29
Loss of plant mass to herbivores
0.28
0.24
Litter concentrations
−0.05
0.02
LRmax.min = Most diverse polyculture vs. value of the most extreme monoculture…
Producer biomass (for LRnet > 0)
Nutrient concentrations (for LRnet < 0)
Litter concentrations (for LRnet < 0)

−0.14
0.78
0.55

0.02
0.14
0.18

probability effect, whereby the probability of including (“selecting”) any particular species in an experimental community
increases as a function of species richness. While Huston
viewed the selection probability effect as a statistical artifact of
experiments, it has since been shown that a simple correlation
between species richness and the probability of including any
single species in a community cannot, by itself, generate an effect of diversity on ecological processes (Cardinale et al., 2004;
Weis et al., 2007). Rather, for any single-species to drive a diversity effect, that species must alter the relative yields or per
capita performance of other species through some real biological interaction like competition (Loreau and Hector, 2001).
Even so, Huston’s paper stimulated an important debate about
the extent to which diversity effects are driven by the contributions of individual species to ecosystem processes, or by diversity per se.
In an attempt to resolve this debate, researchers have developed a variety of statistical tests intended to separate the effects
of species richness from species “composition.” These tests
range from (1) simple ANOVAs that assess the significance of
composition and richness after accounting for the other (usually
by nesting composition within levels of richness), to (2) statistics that compare the observed yields of polycultures to their
expected values from growth in monocultures (see Hector
[1998] and Loreau [1998] for summaries), to (3) methods referred to as additive partitioning (Loreau and Hector, 2001;
Fox, 2005) that use calculations similar to the Price equation
from evolutionary genetics to determine how much of a diversity effect is driven by a single species (referred to as selection
effects) vs. the residual that is driven by multiple species (what
the original authors called complementarity effects).
In the papers comprising our data set, claims of complementarity or selection effects dominate the literature. Specific
mechanisms like interspecific facilitation, niche or resource
partitioning, or various forms of intra- and interspecific competition are cited only occasionally (Fig. 3A). Of the papers that
have claimed a mechanism in their abstract or discussion, only
47% present any direct statistical test to evaluate the claim (Fig.
3B). Of the remaining studies that present no direct test, 25%
provide ancillary support for their claimed mechanism (e.g.,
supplemental experiments), while 25% had no data for any type
of mechanistic test. The remaining 50% had the relevant data
needed to test the claimed mechanism, but did not perform a
test. For studies of primary producers, claims about mecha-

nisms backed by a direct test are dominated by the Loreau and
Hector (2001) method of additive partitioning. In the context of
the additive partitioning equation, selection and complementarity effects are statistically defined processes rather than mechanisms per se; estimated values of these metrics do not correlate
directly with ecological mechanisms like resource partitioning,
facilitation, or competitive exclusion (more on this below).
Nevertheless, we summarize those results here.
Evidence—Because complementarity and selection effects
are measured in real units, we divide our analyses into aquatic
(mass per volume) and terrestrial ecosystems (mass per area).
In aquatic systems, the 95% confidence interval for complementarity effects ranges from 0.02 to 0.77 g biomass·L−1 with
81% of all observations being greater than zero (Fig. 3C). In
terrestrial ecosystems, the confidence interval ranges from 41 to
110 g biomass·m−2, with 80% of observations being greater
than zero (Fig. 3F). In aquatic ecosystems, selection effects do
not differ from zero, with a nearly equal number of studies having estimates of selection greater than vs. less than zero (Fig.
3D). In terrestrial systems, selection effects were significantly
greater than zero with a confidence interval of 46 to 104 g
biomass·m−2 (Fig. 3G).
There has been some speculation in the literature about how
complementarity and selection effects covary. The relationship
between these two variables is potentially useful because it can
show whether individual species tend to enhance the effects of
complementarity on production (a positive correlation). Alternatively, it can show whether single species tend to negate the
impacts of complementarity (a negative correlation), which
might occur if the dominant competitor is also the least productive species. In aquatic ecosystems, we found a strong negative
correlation between the magnitude of complementarity and selection effects (r = −0.94, P < 0.01, Fig. 3E); but this was driven
by four observations that were >2 standard deviations lower
than the means. When these observations were removed, there
was no correlation between effects (r = 0.05, P = 0.74). A χ2
contingency analysis indicated that the number of observations
within each combination of positive and negative complementarity × selection effects (dashed lines in Fig. 3E indicate
the four combinations with n number of observations in each)
did not differ from chance (χ2 = 0.94, P = 0.33). In terrestrial
systems, there was a significant but weak negative correlation between complementarity and selection effects (r = −0.27,
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Fig. 3. A summary of diversity–function mechanisms reported in the papers we reviewed. We kept track of “mechanisms” that were claimed to underlie diversity effects in the abstracts or discussions of each paper. At least nine mechanisms or combinations of mechanisms were cited (tallied in panel A).
Of these citations, panel B shows the number of times a paper presented any direct statistical test of the claimed mechanism. For example, of the 492 experiments that examined how producer richness impacts producer biomass, 321 claimed evidence of a particular mechanism in their abstract or discussion, but
only 198 presented any direct statistical test to back up those claims. Because tests of complementarity effects (CE) and selection effects (SE) dominated
the literature, we summarize these effects for aquatic (panels C–E) and terrestrial (panels F–H) ecosystems. Each point in a graph represents estimates from
one experiment, and values have been ranked along the x-axis from highest to lowest. Large statistical outliers are shown as black dots (see main text for
explanation). The 95% confidence intervals from a mixed model ANOVA are given as the solid horizontal lines; zero is noted as the horizontal dashed line.
Panels E and H show the relationship between the magnitude of CE and SE. In panel E, four statistical outliers are shown in black. Graphs have been divided into four regions that give all combinations of the two effect types (+CE/+SE, +CE/-SE, -CE/+SE, and –CE/-SE). The number of observations in each
region is shown, as well as the percent deviation from a χ2 contingency test for independence.

P < 0.01, Fig. 3H). This led to a nonrandom association in the
direction of effect sizes (χ2 = 9.09, P < 0.01); measures with
positive complementarity and negative selection occurred
more often than by chance, whereas positive selection and negative complementarity also occurred more often than by chance
(Fig. 3H).

Conclusions—When it comes to the mechanisms behind biodiversity effects, the BEF literature is a “reader beware” field.
Less than half of all claims made in the abstracts or discussions
of papers are backed by any direct statistical test. Just over half
of the papers that claim a mechanism make any attempt at verification, leaving a large fraction of claims unsubstantiated.
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These trends suggest that reviewers and editors need to encourage authors to better support their claims in future papers, and
authors need to limit their speculation about BEF mechanisms.
Of the tests that have been performed, diversity effects in
aquatic ecosystems are driven by some form of complementarity among species with no consistent contribution by speciesspecific selection effects. This is not to say that individual
species have not driven variation in producer biomass—rather,
the most influential species in polyculture is equally likely to
have the highest or lowest biomass in monoculture, which
causes the average selection effect to be no different from zero.
In contrast, diversity effects in terrestrial ecosystems appear to
be driven equally by selection effects and complementarity.
The confidence intervals for these two measures were nearly
equal, suggesting comparable average contributions by singlespecies and multispecies processes. We found no evidence of
an association between complementarity and selection effects
in aquatic ecosystems. There was, however, a weak negative
correlation between complementarity and selection effects in
terrestrial ecosystems. As a result, there is limited evidence that
positive complementarity effects are sometimes offset by negative selection effects (Jiang et al., 2008; Boyer et al., 2009). At
the same time, it is equally likely for positive values of selection effects to be cancelled by negative complementarity effects
(Fig. 3H).
In spite of widespread claims about the role of niche partitioning in driving BEF relationships, researchers have rarely
provided any direct evidence that niche partitioning is responsible for higher productivity in mixtures. Many claims about
niche partitioning come from qualitative interpretations of species natural histories or differences in functional traits, which
are always subject to alternative explanations. Others have interpreted positive values of the complementarity effect as evidence for niche partitioning, but this is not correct. Several
authors have now pointed out complementarity effects, as they
are calculated in the equations for additive partitioning, represent the net balance of all biological processes that influence
biomass—both positive and negative—that involve two or
more species (Petchey, 2003; Hooper and Dukes, 2004; Cardinale et al., 2007). In the absence of additional information,
complementarity effects cannot be equated with any biological
mechanism or species interaction.
We believe it is important that BEF studies now move beyond qualitative reasoning and post hoc statistical attempts to
interpret mechanisms. To do so, experiments need to directly
test the mechanisms they have hypothesized are operating to
produce greater biomass at higher species richness. When species have unique resource needs, a considerable body of theory
predicts that species growth rates will exhibit negative frequency dependence, where individuals have a per capita growth
advantage when rare (reviewed by Chesson, 2000). A per capita
growth advantage occurs because intraspecific interaction
strengths are greater than interspecific interactions, which can
be detected through direct measures of interaction strength,
measures of frequency dependence in per capita growth rates,
or in the mutual ability of species to invade established communities (i.e., growth rates when rare). These measures have
been used to demonstrate niche-based coexistence in plants
(Levine and HilleRisLambers, 2009) and to explain resource
partitioning among predators (Northfield et al., 2010) and have
been mathematically linked to measures of relative yield that
are widely used in agriculture (Carroll et al., in press). Thus, all
the tools are in place to detect niche partitioning if it is, in fact,
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responsible for the effects of producer richness on resource capture and biomass.
Question 5. Do diverse communities “out perform” their
most efficient or productive species?— Background—Many
natural resource managers are unlikely to be interested in “net”
diversity effects. Instead, they want to know whether a diverse
community is more efficient or productive than the single “best”
species that could be grown or conserved (e.g., the species that
produces the largest crop or most wood or the one that most efficiently removes nutrient wastes from water). When a polyculture yields more mass than even its highest yielding species,
researchers in the plant sciences call this transgressive overyielding (Vandermeer, 1989). Ecologists have tested for analogs
of transgressive overyielding in several ecological functions by
asking whether polycultures perform processes any differently
from their most efficient or productive species (H5a-c, Table
1). Transgressive overyielding and its analogues are often
viewed as unequivocal evidence that diversity per se is needed
to maximize an ecological function (Loreau, 1998).
Evidence—To test for transgressive overyielding, we took
the subset of studies from Fig. 2A where LRnet > 0 (i.e., those
that showed a positive net diversity effect on producer biomass)
and calculated a second log response ratio that compares the
biomass produced in the most diverse plant polycultures to that
of the highest yielding species in monoculture. Of the 375 resulting observations, LRmax.min was greater than zero in just
138—meaning, there was evidence of transgressive overyielding in just 37% of all observations (Fig. 2C). The remaining
63% of observations suggest that diverse polycultures yield less
biomass than the single highest yielding monoculture. The
overall distribution of values for LRmax.min was significantly
negative with a mean value of e−0.14 (Table 2), which means that
producer yield in the most diverse polyculture was, on average,
just 0.87× that of the highest yielding monoculture.
We also tested whether diverse polycultures reduced nutrient
concentrations to a lower level than is achieved by the most efficient monoculture. Using the subset of studies from Fig. 2D
where LRnet < 0 (i.e., those where diversity reduced nutrient
concentrations in soil or water), we found that 44 of 47 observations were greater than zero, and the distribution of values for
LRmax.min was significantly greater than zero (Table 2). These
results indicate that standing nutrient concentrations in soil or
water were higher, rather than lower, in producer polycultures
compared to the monoculture that reduces nutrients down to
their lowest levels (Fig. 2F).
Last, we tested whether diverse polycultures tend to have
lower litter concentrations than the monoculture with the lowest amount of detritus (i.e., experiments in Fig. 2K where LRnet
< 0). The distribution of values for LRmax.min was significantly
greater than zero (Table 2), indicating that litter concentrations
tend to be higher in producer polycultures compared to the
monoculture that has the lowest litter concentration (Fig. 2M).
Conclusions—There is presently little evidence to support
the hypothesis that diverse polycultures out-perform their most
efficient or productive species (H5a-c, Table 1). Although 37%
of observations for producer biomass are consistent with the
concept of transgressive overyielding, it is almost twice as common for diverse polycultures to produce less biomass than the
highest yielding monoculture. Such findings corroborate an early
review of data in the agronomy literature (Trenbath, 1974),
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as well as earlier meta-analyses that have found little evidence
of transgressive over-yielding in studies of grassland plants
(Cardinale et al., 2006, 2007; Cadotte et al., 2008). Similar to
results for producer biomass, we found no evidence that diverse
polycultures reduce nutrient or litter concentrations to levels
that are lower than the lowest monoculture. On the contrary,
polycultures have higher nutrient and litter concentrations than
the most extreme monoculture. Thus, when comparing ecological properties measured in the most diverse polycultures used in
experiments to properties measured in monocultures, diversity–
function relationships look like those in Fig. 4. On average, producer biomass increases with increasing richness, but
polycultures usually attain less biomass than the highest yielding species (Fig. 4A). The concentrations of nutrients and litter
in soil or water both decrease with increasing richness, but concentrations are higher than what is achieved by the most efficient monoculture (Fig. 4B).
Question 6. What is the shape of the diversity–function relationship?— Background—Much early work in the field of
BEF research was stimulated by a seminal book by Ehrlich and
Ehrlich (1981) that compared biodiversity to the rivets on an
airplane wing. These authors argued that wings contain many
redundant rivets such that a certain number of rivets could pop
out or fail before the airplane wing becomes compromised, but
there is a point where loss of one too many rivets leads to catastrophic consequences for passengers on the plane. By analogy,
they argued that nature contains many species that are redundant in the functions they perform; but loss of one too many
species could have catastrophic consequences for the services
that ecosystems provide to humanity.
Beyond the overly dramatic analogy, the “rivet-redundancy”
hypothesis makes a testable prediction that the relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem processes should be positive,
but decelerating. Initial loss of species should have minimal impacts on a process, whereas larger losses of diversity have accelerating impacts (Fig. 5). In addition to this hypothetical
relationship, many other functional forms have been proposed
for BEF relationships (see figures in Naeem, 1998; or Schlapfer
et al., 1999 for summaries). Here we distil these additional hy-
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potheses into just two (Fig. 5)—ecological functions decline
linearly with loss of species (the proportional loss hypothesis),
or functions decline exponentially with loss of diversity (what
we call the immediate catastrophe hypothesis). With the data
now in hand, it is possible to ask which of these hypotheses is
best supported by existing studies.
Evidence—For this analysis, we focused on studies that have
examined how producer diversity impacts producer biomass,
nutrient concentrations, and litter concentrations, because these
were the three ecosystems properties with a consistent response
to producer diversity (Fig. 2A, D, K). We used only the subset
of data that is consistent with the general direction of diversity
effects (LRnet > 0 for producer biomass LRnet > 0 for nutrient
and litter concentrations, see Fig. 2), which eliminates difficulties of interpreting coefficients for both positive and negative
curves.
For any experiment that manipulated four or more levels of
richness, the measured response variable was fit to five mathematical functions using maximum likelihood (linear, exponential, log, power, and the Michaelis–Menten [M-M] version of a
hyperbolic). Log, power, and M-M functions are all positive
and decelerating, but only the M-M contains a saturating asymptote. To facilitate comparisons, we made two data transformations: (1) all values were standardized by the mean
monoculture value so that curves represent proportional changes
in the response variables across levels of richness, and (2) nutrient and litter concentrations were transformed by their inverse
so that loss of richness corresponds to a reduction in nutrient
uptake (as opposed to an increase in standing nutrient concentrations) and a reduction in decomposition (as opposed to an
increase in litter concentrations).
Of the studies that have shown a positive effect of producer
diversity on producer biomass, 79% were best fit by some form
of a positive but decelerating curve (log, power, or M-M functions, Fig. 5A). Of these relationships, the M-M function was
the best fit in 53% of experiments, explaining an average 73%
of variation (Table 3). Coefficients for the M-M function suggest that, on average, producer biomass saturates at 2.38× the
mean monoculture biomass, and it takes 1.35 species to attain

Fig. 4. A graphical summary of our statistical tests that rely on log response ratios to summarize the diversity–function relationship. When comparing
functions measured in the most diverse polycultures to functions measured in monocultures, producer biomass increases with increasing richness, on average (solid line, panel A). But polycultures attain less biomass than the highest yielding species (dashed line). The concentrations of nutrients and litter in
soil or water both decrease with increasing richness, on average (solid line, panel B). But concentrations are higher than what is achieved by the most efficient monoculture (dashed line).
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Fig. 5. Summary of the form of diversity–function relationships. Most predictions about the ecological consequences of diversity loss can be distilled
into three general hypotheses (main panel, top): (1) Erhlich and Erhlich’s (1981) rivet-redundancy hypothesis predicts that initial losses of diversity will be
accompanied by minimal change in the functioning of ecosystems because, much like the redundancy built into rivets on an airplane wing, some fraction
of species are redundant in the processes they perform in nature. However, at some point, loss of species lead to rapid declines in ecological function, much
like the loss of one too many rivets can lead to failure of an airplane wing. (2) Others have proposed that the functioning of ecosystems declines proportional
to species loss, still others have argued that (3) even minimal species loss leads to an immediate catastrophe and large declines in the functioning of ecosystems. We put these three hypotheses to the test by fitting five mathematical functions (linear, exponential, log, power, and Michaelis–Menten) to data
from studies that have manipulated species richness and measured producer biomass, nutrient uptake, or decomposition at three or more levels of richness.
The number and percentage of studies best explained by the three hypotheses are shown in panels A–C. Corresponding information on statistical fits and
parameter values for each function are given in Table 3.

half of this asymptotic maximum value. Results were similar
for the relationship between producer richness and nutrient uptake where a positive but decelerating relationship was the best
fit to data in 89% of experiments (Fig. 5B). The M-M function
was the single best fitting function in 51% of experiments, explaining an average 72% of all variation (Table 3). Parameter
values suggest that the most diverse producer assemblage sequesters 5× more nutrients than the mean monoculture, and it
takes two species to attain half of this maximum value.
Although decelerating functions were still the predominant
fit to estimates of decomposition, it is noteworthy that linear and
exponential relationships were the best fit in a combined 38% of
all experiments (Fig. 5C). It is also noteworthy that all of the
functions explained an average 30% or less of the variation in
an experiment, suggesting that none of the relationships were a
particularly good fit to the decomposition data (Table 3).
Conclusions—The balance of evidence shows a positive but
decelerating relationship between species richness and ecosystem processes, similar to that predicted by the rivet-redundancy
hypothesis. With the possible exception of decomposition, there
is minimal evidence that processes decrease linearly or exponentially with species loss. Of the decelerating functions tested, the
M-M function was the best fit in most cases. This is noteworthy
because the M-M function is the only function that predicts a
truly saturating curve, rather than just a decelerating relationship. But contrary to the name of Ehrlich and Ehrlich’s rivet-redundancy hypothesis, evidence of a saturating curve is not

evidence that species are actually redundant in the functions they
perform. Even niche models that specifically assume every species uses resources in a unique way produce the same saturating
relationship (Tilman et al., 1997; Cardinale et al., 2004), as this
is an inevitable consequence of packing species into any system
with finite resources (Cardinale et al., 2009b). Nevertheless, the
satisfactory fit of data to a saturating model does suggest that
some fraction of species can be lost with minimal change to ecological processes and that beyond a certain level of species loss,
significant changes in ecological processes occur. The M-M
function also allows us to put bounds on the maximum function
that could be achieved by a community and to define the levels
of diversity that may be needed to achieve different management
objectives. These abilities lead to our next question:
Question 7. What fraction of species do we need to maintain
ecosystem processes?— Background—In 1999, Schlapfer et al.
(1999) surveyed experts and asked their opinions on how many
species are required to maintain ecosystem functioning. Experts
predicted that 50% of species were required to maintain ecosystem processes within 75% of their natural state (H7, Table 1).
While expert opinions may be useful in the absence of data,
there is now a large number of experiments that can be used to
calculate these estimates directly. We have already shown that
the M-M function is a good fit to data from the majority of experiments (Table 3). If we transform the x-axis of all experiments such that richness is expressed on a proportional scale,
Si/Smax, where Smax is the highest number of species used, then
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Table 3.

A comparison of the fit of different functions (linear, exponential, log, power, and Michaelis–Menten) describing the relationship between algal
species richness S and each of three response variables.

Response variable
1. Producer biomass a
Linear, (YP/Y1) = a + b × S
Exponential, ln (YP/Y1) = a + b × S
Log, (YP/Y1) = a + b × ln (S)
Power, ln (YP/Y1) = a + b × ln (S)
Michaelis-Menten, (YP/Y1) = a × S/(b + S)
2. Nutrient uptake (for LRnet < 0) b
Linear, (YP/Y1)−1 = a + b × S
Exponential, ln ([YP/Y1]−1) = a + b × S
Log, (YP/Y1)−1 = a + b × ln (S)
Power, ln ([YP/Y1]−1) = a + b × ln (S)
Michaelis–Menten, (YP/Y1)−1 = a × S/(b + S)
3. Decomposition c
Linear, (YP/Y1)−1 = a + b × S
Exponential, ln ([YP/Y1]−1) = a + b × S
Log, (YP/Y1)−1 = a + b × ln(S)
Power, ln [(YP/Y1)−1] = a + b × ln (S)
Michaelis–Menten, (YP/Y1)−1 = a × S/(b + S)

Number best fit (%)

Mean R2

Mean value of a (SD)

Mean value of b (SD)

34 (13)
22 (8)
35 (13)
38 (14)
143 (53)

62
60
70
71
73

1.03 (0.29)
0.05 (0.18)
1.01 (0.14)
0.03 (0.10)
2.38 (3.89)

0.11 (0.21)
0.06 (0.12)
0.40 (0.57)
0.22 (0.27)
1.35 (2.49)

4 (9)
1 (2)
3 (6)
15 (32)
24 (51)

54
53
67
71
72

3.13 (10.12)
0.26 (0.40)
1.62 (3.45)
0.08 (0.22)
4.99 (11.47)

0.24 (0.50)
0.06 (0.05)
2.06 (6.27)
0.37 (0.31)
2.03 (4.63)

7 (19)
7 (19)
1 (3)
6 (17)
15 (42)

30
30
30
30
29

0.96 (0.24)
−0.03 (0.14)
1.00 (0.10)
0.00 (0.07)
1.19 (0.30)

0.06 (0.17)
0.04 (0.14)
0.14 (0.34)
0.10 (0.18)
0.18 (0.23)

YP = mean biomass (mass·area−1 or vol−1) in polyculture (≥3 levels of S) vs. Y1 = mean of all monocultures.
YP = mean nutrient concentration (mass·area−1 or vol−1) in a polyculture (≥3 levels of S), Y1 = mean concentration of all monocultures.
c Y = mean mass of detritus in polyculture (≥3 levels of S), Y = mean of all monocultures.
P
1
a

b

changes in richness are standardized such that all studies range
between S1/Smax and 1. The M-M function can then be rearranged to
S
Rab

Smax
a  Ra

(1)

(see Appendix 1). Using parameter values for a and b that we
have already estimated from experiments (Table 3), Eq. 1 can
be used to directly calculate the fraction of species S/Smax required to maintain any given function within some proportion θ
of its maximum value a.
Evidence—Figure 6 shows the fraction of species used in experiments, S/Smax, that are required to maintain producer biomass, nutrient uptake, and decomposition within 50, 75, and
90% of the maximum possible value. Data are presented as frequency distributions for all studies that fall within 3 standard
deviations of the M-M parameter estimates for a and b (i.e.,
extreme statistical outliers have been omitted). The median values of these distributions suggest that 92% of the maximum
number of species used in experiments would only maintain
50% of the maximum possible producer biomass (Fig. 6A). To
maintain producer biomass at 75% of its maximum, we would
need 2.76× more species than have been used in experiments
thus far and 8.27× more species to maintain biomass within
90% of its maximum. To maintain nutrient uptake at 50% of its
maximum value, we need 1.28× more species than have been
used in experiments thus far. Numbers increase to 3.83× and
11.48× experimental levels of diversity to maintain nutrient uptake at 75 and 90%, respectively. On the other hand, studies of
decomposition suggest we need just 18% of species used in litter experiments to maintain this process at 50% of its maximum
value. 52% of litter species used to date are required to maintain
decomposition with 75% of the maximum, and 1.56× more species than have been used in experiments is required to maintain
decomposition within 90% of the maximum value.

Conclusions—When interpreting the results of Fig. 6, two
things are important to keep in mind: (1) these predictions come
from extrapolated estimates of a saturating function that estimates the maximum of a function as richness goes to infinity.
As a result, estimates of S/Smax grow disproportionately large as
θ → 1, which is the nature of a saturating curve. (2) The functional variables have been expressed on proportional scales to
facilitate comparison among studies. As a result, absolute
changes in the dependent variables are large at lower values of
θ (say, θ = 50 to 75%), but diminishingly small at high values
(say, θ = 90 to 95%).
With these caveats in mind, data for two of three processes
suggest that previous expert surveys (Schlapfer et al., 1999)
have under-estimated the fraction of species required to maintain ecological processes within 75% of their maximum values
(H7, Table 1). The frequency distributions in Fig. 6 suggest that
for some experiments, processes are close to saturation within
the range of diversity used. This result is particularly true for the
experiments of decomposition where 75% or more the maximum possible values have been captured. In contrast, many experiments that focus on producer biomass and nutrient uptake
have yet to approach saturation within the range of species richness studied, and estimates suggest that diversity may be underestimated by as much as 2–10× depending on what level of
function one is interested in. We would caution against taking
these numbers too literally at this point, since it is hard to imagine that a researcher could place 10× more species into a small
experimental plot and expect those species to coexist (imagine
the experiments at Cedar Creek planting 160 species in a 9 × 9 m
plot). A literal interpretation would suggest that nature is
grossly under-saturated with species and that more diversity is
required to maximize processes than currently exists at the scale
of experiments. We cannot eliminate this hypothesis with the
present data, but two other possibilities seem more likely. The
first is that the large estimates of S/Smax reflect some type of
probabilistic “sampling” processes. If a researcher were to plant
many more species, the actual number of species in a plot would
drop to more realistic levels (~12 spp per plot, from data in
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Fig. 6. Preliminary estimates of the fraction of species that are required to maintain a given level of ecosystem functioning. The x-axis in each plot shows
what fraction of the maximum number of species used in an experiment would be needed to maintain a given proportion of the maximum possible producer
biomass (panel A), nutrient uptake (panel B), or decomposition (panel C) in biodiversity experiments (the distribution of values for all experiments is shown
as a histogram). The maximum possible function is the extrapolated asymptotic value estimated as the parameter a from fitting data from studies to the Michaelis–Menten functions (i.e., data summarized in Table 3). From this function, the fraction of species required to get within a proportion θ of the maximum value
a was calculated from Eq. (1) in the main text (also see Appendix 1). Solid vertical lines show where the fraction of species = 1, which is the total number of
species that has been used in experiments to date. Median values of the distributions for all studies included in the analyses are noted with arrows.

Tilman et al., 2001), but the greater likelihood of getting highly
productive combinations of species would lead to higher productivity overall. Alternatively, curves from the Michaelis-Menten
function may provide a satisfactory fit to data within the range
of richness used in experiments. But when extrapolating far beyond these levels of richness, the function gives mathematically
plausible, but biologically unrealistic numbers of species needed
to achieve maximum function. Further work may be needed to
generate more realistic estimates of such asymptotic patterns.
Question 8. Are diversity effects “stronger” at larger spatial
and/or longer time scales?— Background—More than 60% of
BEF experiments with producers have allowed for less than one
generation of growth by the focal populations (Fig. 7). The median study of terrestrial plants has been performed in 3-m2 plots,
and the median aquatic study in 0.1-L experimental units. While
there are exceptions, it seems safe to say that most of our inferences about biodiversity stem from experiments that have been
performed at time scales that are shorter and spatial scales that
are smaller than those at which species extinctions actually
matter and at which conservation and management efforts take
place (also see Naeem, 2001).
Several researchers have proposed that diversity effects in
small-scale, short-term experiments may underestimate the im-

pacts of diversity loss on ecosystem processes in natural ecosystems (Field, 1995; Cardinale et al., 2004; Duffy, 2009; Hillebrand
and Matthiessen, 2009). The assumption is that the larger spatial scales and greater temporal fluctuations that are typical of
natural systems incorporate more heterogeneity and more niche
opportunities for species to exploit resources than are available
in experiments. Consistent with this argument, Cardinale et al.
(2007) summarized data from 17 grassland diversity studies that
had time-series data and showed that both the net effect of plant
richness on plant biomass and the magnitude of complementarity effects increased with the duration of experiments. Stachowicz et al. (2008) found similar trends for a study of marine
macroalgae, and Weis et al. (2007) have been able to explain
temporal changes in diversity effects for microalgae using models of succession. In contrast to the well-studied aspects of time,
few studies have manipulated biodiversity at more than one spatial scale (but see Dimitrakopoulos and Schmid, 2004). As such,
the hypothesis that biodiversity becomes more important at
larger spatial scales is largely untested.
Evidence—We standardized the duration of studies used in
this analysis by the mean generation time of the organisms to
estimate the number of generations that a study had run (x-axis,
Fig. 7). In addition, we divided the size of the experimental unit
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Fig. 7. The scales of biodiversity experiments. The x-axis in the main plot represents the number of generations that an experiment has run, and the
y-axis is an index of the spatial scale at which experiments have been performed. Each data point represents a single study—blue symbols are aquatic, green
are terrestrial. To place the scale of experiments in context, we plotted the scales at which management and conservation efforts have attempted to mitigate
for certain real extinctions: Wo = wolves from Yellowstone National Park, USA, Mo = moa from New Zealand, Tr = trout from Lake Superior, USA, Un =
unionid mussels from the lower Mississippi River, USA, Bu = various species of butterflies in Europe. In the table below the figure, we show the partial
regression coefficients relating the net effect of producer diversity, LRnet, on producer biomass to both the time scale of experiments (after holding spatial
scales constant) and the spatial scale of experiments (after holding time scales constant). These partial regression coefficients are shown for differing subsets of existing data, with levels of significance noted as ns = nonsignificant, *P < 0.10, **P < 0.05, ***P < 0.01.

used in a study by the mean body mass of the focal taxa, producing an index of spatial scale that can be compared across
experiments and systems (y-axis, Fig. 7). The methods for generating these data have been previously described in Cardinale
et al. (2009c). Because the spatial and temporal scales of studies were strongly correlated (i.e., larger studies usually run longer), we used partial regression analyses to ask how the net
diversity effect of producer richness on producer biomass,
LRnet, changed as a function of (1) the time scales of experiments
after statistically holding spatial scales constant, and (2) the
spatial scale of experiments after holding time scales constant.
With few exceptions, the net diversity effect grew stronger
with increasing spatial and temporal scales of experiments (Fig.
7, inset table). LRnet was more consistently related to the time

scale of experiments, increasing for nearly every system for
which we had sufficient data to evaluate (the exception was intertidal algae). LRnet increased by a factor of 1.20 to 1.52× (e0.18
to e0.42) for each 10-fold increase in the number of generations
included in an experiment. Relationships between LRnet and the
spatial scale of experiments were less consistent among subsets
of data, and were most apparent for aquatic ecosystems (Fig. 7,
inset table). LRnet increased by a factor of 1.03 to 1.21× (e0.03 to
e0.19) for each 10-fold increase in spatial scales.
Conclusions—Data are generally consistent with the idea
that the strength of diversity effects are stronger in experiments
that run longer, and in experiments performed at larger spatial
scales (H8a, b, Table 1). The hypothesis that diversity effects
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grow stronger with time has already received substantial support from individual experiments (e.g., Tilman et al., 2001; Stachowicz et al., 2008) and other meta-analyses (e.g., Cardinale
et al., 2007). Our analyses extend this conclusion by showing
that similar results hold true across studies that span nearly four
orders of magnitude in temporal scales and after accounting for
statistical correlations between the duration of experiments and
their spatial scale. There also appears to be a residual relationship between net diversity effects and the spatial scale of experiments. We have less confidence in the significance and
generality of a spatial relationship than we do for temporal scale
because (1) the spatial relationships are not as consistent across
systems, (2) they tend to be weaker, and (3) unlike the many
studies that have time series, few experiments have manipulated diversity at multiple spatial scales to provide an independent test of scaling relationships. Nevertheless, there is a
relationship between the magnitude of diversity effects and
spatial scale, which warrants further attention.
One important point, which we thank a reviewer for bringing
up, is that space and time do not, by themselves, regulate diversity effects. Rather, it is the various forms of environmental
heterogeneity that covary with space or time that regulate the
performance of species and, in turn, the magnitude of diversity
effects. So even while we are seeing a signal that suggests diversity effects grow stronger in larger experiments run for more
generations, these represent nothing more than phenomenological correlations. We caution researchers against propagating
more blind-faith statements about diversity being more functionally important at larger scales until the time we can identify
a solid mechanistic basis for such a claim. The challenge now is
to identify and isolate the specific environmental factors that
vary systematically with space and time and which of these simultaneously regulate the magnitude of diversity effects.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have summarized the results of 368 independent experiments that manipulated plant or algal species richness in a variety of terrestrial, marine, and freshwater ecosystems. These
studies have reported 634 estimates of how the diversity of primary producers impacts the production of plant biomass, uptake of inorganic nutrients, loss of producer tissue to herbivores,
and the decomposition of producer litter. On the basis of our
analyses of this data set, we are comfortable making the following statements about the functional role of producer diversity in
ecosystems:
(1) There is now unequivocal evidence that declining diversity of plants and algae in the world’s ecosystems will, on average, lead to decreases in the biomass of producers and their
ability to remove inorganic nutrients from soil and water. Preliminary evidence also suggests that declining diversity of primary producers may reduce rates of O2 production and CO2
uptake from the atmosphere; however, the impacts of diversity
on rates of primary production and C sequestration are topics in
need of more data.
(2) There is currently no consistent experimental evidence
that declining plant or algal diversity will alter the amount of
plant biomass that is lost to herbivores. This is not to say that
producer diversity does not influence herbivory, as individual
studies have shown it does. But the effect has not been in any
consistent direction, leading to a distribution of effect sizes that
do not differ from zero. Unfortunately, our uncertainty in this
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conclusion is high due to the low number of studies available
and the fact that experimental results seem to conflict with observations in both natural and agricultural ecosystems (Andow,
1991; Hillebrand and Cardinale, 2004; Edwards et al., 2010).
Resolving this conflict is a priority for future work.
(3) Limited evidence suggests that, on average, declining diversity of plants may reduce rates of decomposition and the
efficiency by which biologically essential elements are recycled
back into their inorganic forms. However, the estimated impacts of diversity on decomposition are weak compared to other
processes, and most of the significant effects on decomposition
come from studies performed in streams. More work is needed
to understand mechanisms driving litter diversity effects and
why these differ in different ecosystems.
(4) Effects of plant and algal diversity on producer biomass
are driven not only by the presence of highly productive species
in diverse communities, but also by some form of complementarity among species. Complementarity appears to play the primary role in driving diversity effects in aquatic ecosystems,
whereas complementarity and productive species appear equally
important in terrestrial ecosystems.
(5) At present, we know little about the biological
mechanisms(s) that is (are) responsible for complementarity
among species and, as such, ecologists have yet to develop a
mechanistic explanation for diversity effects. Although it is often assumed that complementarity effects can be equated with
niche partitioning, this is not the case. Future studies will need
to augment their use of post hoc statistical attempts to explain
patterns, with more direct tests of the mechanisms that are presumed to underlie diversity effects.
(6) Although diverse communities contain species that have
complementary effects on ecosystem processes, there is little evidence that diverse polycultures of plants or algae “outperform”
their most efficient or productive species. In fact, it is more common for polycultures to produce less biomass, sequester fewer
nutrients, and decompose litter more slowly than their most extreme species. This presents a conundrum: how can species be
“complementary” in their use of resources and production of biomass, and yet, a diverse community not perform processes any
more efficiently than its most efficient species? Some have proposed this is the natural outcome of niche-based coexistence
(Loreau, 2004), may be an artifact of the short duration of experiments (Cardinale et al., 2007), may be due to negative selection
effects that prevent expression of overyielding (Hooper and
Dukes, 2004; Jiang et al., 2008), or represents limitations in our
ability to test for transgressive overyielding (Schmid et al., 2008).
These hypotheses warrant more investigation.
(7) The form of diversity–function relationships is generally
positive but decelerating, and is well described by a saturating
Michaelis–Menten curve. This curve suggests that initial losses
of species have minimal impacts on a process, but increasing
losses lead to accelerating rates of change. From these curves,
we can calculate the proportion of species that are required to
achieve different levels of the measured processes. Our best estimates suggest that many biodiversity experiments are substantially below saturation in the processes measured at the
levels of diversity used. However, extrapolating to the number
of species needed to maximize biomass production and nutrient
uptake gives potentially unrealistic estimates of alpha diversity,
given typical numbers of species found in natural ecosystems.
Further resolving these estimates will require more work.
(8) The net effects of producer diversity on producer biomass
generally grow stronger as experiments are run for longer
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periods of time. Preliminary evidence also suggests that diversity effects are likely stronger for experiments that are performed at larger spatial scales. Again, this suggests that, if
anything, BEF experiments have under-estimated the functional
role of producer diversity in ecosystems.
The conclusions above come from more than two decades of
experimental work linking species diversity to the functioning
of ecosystems. These represent milestones for a field that has
made tremendous progress in a relatively short time. However,
there are several new questions toward which we must now turn
our attention if we are to develop better, more predictive models that can detail the consequences of biodiversity loss. We
believe these include the four questions that follow.
Question 9. How do diversity effects documented in experiments scale-up to real ecosystems?— Although the first generation of BEF research has clearly shown that biodiversity has a
significant impact on ecological properties, the relevance of
BEF research to conservation and management research continues to be controversial (Srivastava and Vellend, 2005). In part,
this is because the results of often highly simplistic experiments
have yet to be translated into meaningful predictions about how
biodiversity loss will impact ecological processes in realistic
systems at appropriate scales. There is now ample evidence that
diversity effects grow stronger as studies allow for more generations of growth, and some evidence now suggest that diversity effects grow stronger at larger spatial scales. Such findings
corroborate many researchers’ intuition (Duffy, 2009; Hillebrand and Matthiessen, 2009) and mathematical models (Loreau
et al., 2003; Cardinale et al., 2004).
Even so, there remains a large gap between the scales at
which experiments have been performed (cm2 to m2, < 1 to 10
generations) and the scales at which we conserve species or attempt to mitigate for extinction (islands, national parks, watersheds, etc.). Recognizing that we will never perform biodiversity
experiments at the truly relevant scales, we believe there is a
great need to develop quantitative scaling relationships that can
be used to extrapolate the results of BEF experiments and estimate the level of species loss that might alter ecosystem functioning at more relevant scales. We can complement these
extrapolations with new experiments that manipulate biodiversity at differing scales, and which explicitly incorporate the
forms of spatial and temporal heterogeneity of both the physical
environment (e.g., Griffin et al., 2009) and its resources (e.g.,
Weis et al., 2008) that are thought to moderate species coexistence and, in turn, biodiversity effects. Ideally, the experiments
could be used to refine predictions from scaling relationships,
and vice versa.
Question 10. Sure, diversity effects are significant. But how
strong and important are they compared to other forms of environmental change?— Loss of the world’s biodiversity is occurring in the broader context of global environmental change.
Human domination of the planet has resulted in climate change,
eutrophication, acidification, pollution of soil and water, fragmented landscapes, invasive species, and more (Vitousek et al.,
1997). Many of these forms of environmental change have
major impacts on the same ecological processes that biodiversity influences. While experts have attempted to rank the
relative impacts of different forms of environmental change
to prioritize research and policy needs (Rockstrom et al.,
2009), such efforts are rarely guided by any actual data. The lack
of data is also confounded by the fact that different forms of
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environmental change are intertwined and mutually dependent.
For example, loss of biodiversity is often a byproduct of other
forms of change, which suggest that there are potential feedbacks and nonadditivities that we have yet to consider.
Because of these issues, we believe that three goals for the
next generation of BEF research are to (1) compare the magnitude of effect sizes for different forms of environmental change,
including biodiversity loss, on comparable ecosystem processes,
(2) quantify how BEF relationships are altered by other forms
of environmental change, and (3) quantify the degree of nonadditive interactions between biodiversity loss and other forms of
environmental change. Much progress could be made by merging summaries of different bodies of literature that have already
quantified effect sizes for different forms of environmental
change. In addition, we could use more experiments that manipulate biodiversity in combination with other forms of environmental change (as in Reich et al., 2001; Fridley, 2003) so
that we can compare effect sizes directly, and assess whether
impacts on processes are additive or nonadditive. We also need
to take greater advantage of new analytical and modeling tools
that help tease apart the relative contributions of biodiversity
and covarying environmental drivers to natural variation in ecosystems processes—both variation through time (see Grace
et al., 2007 for an example), and variation across spatial locations
(i.e., the different sites used in BioDepth; Hector et al., 1999).
Question 11. What types of biological diversity have the
greatest impact on ecosystem processes—Would conservation
and management of ecological functions be better achieved by
focusing on genetic, species, functional, or even higher levels
of diversity?— Although most BEF experiments have focused
on the functional role of species richness, species are little more
than a convenient unit of packaging for all the genetic, trait, and
functional variation that ultimately controls ecological functions. And species are themselves organized in populations that
change through time and in space across heterogeneous landscapes. In principle, trait variation at any level in this biological
hierarchy could influence ecosystem processes through the
same suite of mechanisms demonstrated or inferred to operate
among species. Indeed, a growing body of evidence suggests
that genotypic variation within a species can influence ecological processes with magnitudes that are comparable to those of
species richness (Hughes et al., 2008). Cadotte et al. (2008)
showed that the evolution of genetic variation among species
was even a better predictor of community biomass than species
or functional group richness for studies of grassland plants. At
the other end of the hierarchy, turnover among genes, populations, or species across habitats within a landscape (β-diversity)
is known to influence trophic interactions and the stability of
food webs (Polis et al., 1997; McCann et al., 2005). But the
hypothesis that diversity at the scale of habitats or landscapes
controls ecosystem functioning has only recently been tested
(see Schindler et al., 2010; Staddon et al., 2010).
If we are to figure out which levels of biological diversity
give the most “bang-for-the-buck” in the conservation of ecological functions, we need new types of BEF studies. We need
experiments that explicitly manipulate biodiversity at multiple
levels, such as might be accomplished by the simultaneous manipulation of genetic clones taken from spatially varying populations for each of several parthenogenic species. Such studies
could offer direct quantification of the explanatory power of
different forms of biodiversity. We also need studies that demonstrate how much unique variation in a given process can be
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explained by genetic → species → functional group → community → landscape-level diversity in natural systems.
Question 12. How does biodiversity simultaneously impact
the suite of ecosystem processes that are required to optimize
the multifunctionality of diverse ecosystems?— While BEF
experiments have historically focused on one process at a time,
it is widely recognized that humans depend on natural ecosystems to provide a variety of services and products (MEA, 2005).
This has led some to suggest that BEF experiments have underestimated the diversity required to maximize the suite of processes that are required to sustain higher life within ecosystems
(Hector and Bagchi, 2007; Gamfeldt et al., 2008; Zavaleta et
al., 2010). If correct, how do we estimate the number of species
or other forms of diversity that are needed to maximize the multifunctionality of ecosystems? In particular, how frequently do
trade-offs occur such that maximizing some processes comes at
the expense of others? Conversely, how frequent are synergistic
and interdependent interactions among processes?
To rigorously address the importance of multifunctionality,
we need to quantify how the effects of different genotypes, species, or other forms of diversity covary in their impacts on different ecological functions. If covariation among diversity
effects is strong, then this suggests that a subset of diversity
would be sufficient to maximize several processes simultaneously. However, if covariation is weak, this would suggest that
more diversity is needed to maximize the rates of several processes at once. We also need to better understand how diversity
effects on processes are altered by interactions, both among
species and among functions. Specifically, if maximization of
particular ecological functions entails reductions in other functions, then biodiversity might impose trade-offs in ecosystem
multifunctionality. Conversely, if certain sets of ecosystem processes are synergistic such that increases in one stimulate another
(e.g., attraction of pollinators and plant biomass production),
then increasing biodiversity may be “catalytic”, i.e., able to
maximize several ecosystem services at once.
In conclusion— We are struck by the enormous progress that
has been made in the field of biodiversity and ecosystem functioning in a relatively short time. It was only a decade ago that
a large fraction of researchers wondered whether biodiversity
could even matter as an explanatory variable (Schlapfer et al.,
1999). We now have the theoretical foundations and sufficiently
large data sets that we can say with certainty that biodiversity
does indeed regulate several processes that are essential to the
functioning of ecosystems and that many of these functions are
important for humanity. More important, we now have the sophistication and quantitative detail to provide predictive estimates of the consequences of diversity loss. We are, for the first
time, in a realistic position to evaluate the fit of different mathematical expressions that describe diversity effects and to offer
concrete predictions about the number of species required to
sustain certain ecological processes—at least, at the small scales
of experiments. It is not unreasonable to think that in 5–10
years, we will be able to offer quantitative predictions about the
ecological impacts of multiple forms of diversity loss at scales
that are relevant to conservation and management of the world’s
biodiversity. But to get to that point, new challenges and new
milestones must be met. BEF researchers will need to break out
of their traditional experimental designs to get a better handle
on mechanisms. Scientists will need to design studies to embrace and try to explain natural variation rather than experimen-
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tally control it. The field will need to interface more broadly
with other disciplines that can say how diversity relates to ecological processes over evolutionary time at the scale of whole
ecosystems or larger. These challenges will not be dealt with
easily, but the field of BEF research now has all the tools needed
to take these next, important steps.
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Appendix 1. Derivation of Eq. 1, which can be used to estimate the fraction of species, Si/Smax, that are required to achieve a given percentage of the maximum
theoretical function performed by a group of producers.
Begin with the Michaelis–Menten function:
Yp
Y1



aS .
b+ S

Multiplying both sides by the denominator b + (Si/Smax), and then solving for
Si/Smax, we get:
(2)
Rab

The left side of Eq. 2 is the magnitude of any process Y measured in polyculture
and standardized relative to the average monoculture, S is species richness,
a is the maximum theoretical value (i.e., the extrapolated estimate for the
asymptote), and b is the half-saturation constant (the number of species
required to achieve 50% of a). If changes in species richness are expressed
on a proportional scale, Si /Smax, where Smax is the highest number of
species used in an experiment, then Eq. 2 becomes:
a Si / Smax ) .
YP
=
Y1 b Si / Smax )

Rab  a (Si / Smax )  Ra( Si / Smax )

Rab  (Si / Smax )(a  Ra )

(5)

(6)

(7)

(3)

Assuming we want to know the fraction of species required to achieve θ percent
of the maximum theoretical function a, Eq. 3 becomes
a Si / Smax ) .
Ra 
b Si / Smax )

Ra (Si / Smax )  a( Si / Smax )

(4)

Si / Smax 

Rab .
a  Ra

(8)

For any data fit to the Michaelis–Menten function in Eq. 1, the rearrangement
given by Eq. 8 can be used to calculate the fraction of species, Si/Smax,
required to achieve θ percent of the maximum theoretical (i.e., asymptotic)
function.

